Campsite Regulations
Not following the rules of this internal regulation may suppose the expulsion from the campsite
CAMPING
1. The maximum speed on the whole campsite is 5 km per hour.
2. It is prohibited to drive in or out or to circulate on the campsite between 12 a.m. (midnight) and 7 a.m.
3. During these hours we ask to keep quiet to ensure the rest of all the clients. Also, during the day, please try
to avoid unnecessary noise. All the devices such as radios, televisions etc. must be kept on a minimum
volume to avoid to not to disturb other campers.
4. You will find hoses for the water throughout the campsite. Please use them only for filling up the water
tanks. We ask you not to use the water for other purposes that may flood the pitches.
5. Your collaboration is very important to maintain the campsite clean, please use rubbish- bins and ashtrays.
It is obligatory to use the plastic bags for the rubbish. There are special containers for glass, carton,
plastic and organic rubbish. At the entrance of the supermarket you will find a container for used batteries.
For the waste of chemical toilets please use the installation next to the sanitary for men.
PITCHES
6. The lightening of fire is absolutely prohibited. Only charcoal barbecues are allowed. The fire always has to
get watched and completely turn off, before going to sleep or before leaving the pitch.
7. Our installations are prepared to connect devices of low consume (max. 10 Ampere on each pitch) In case
of the client leaves the campsite for some days, he must leave the electric connection turned off.
8. The tent hooks nails and picks must not exceed 20cm length to avoid the damage of electric installations of
water or gas, which run through the ground.
9. Please respect the plants and trees, anything which could damage them, is prohibited. (Please don´t attach
ropes or cords either, thank you)
10. In case of you need some plastics for the ground in the tent, please use only a kind of porous plastic, to
maintain the grass of the pitch. It costs a lot of work to make grow the grass and we would like to be able to
offer our guests nice and green pitches as long as possible. Thank you for understanding.
For all kinds of wastewater which could contain some detergents or other chemicals please use the
indicated installations.
11. The pitches always must stay free, please don´t use them as a parking space for your car. Please don´t
leave either other objects like windsurf equipment. It is not possible to save a pitch for other clients without
permission of reception, the pitch has to be left by 12 a.m.
BUNGALOWS / MOBILHOMES
12. The Bungalow / Mobilhome has to be left and clean at 11 a.m.
13. It is possible to enter in the Bungalow / Mobilhome from 4 p.m. at the day of arrival.
14. On the day of arrival, 50 € have to get payed as a deposit, which will be given back at the departure, if the
accommodation is left clean.
15. All domestic animals are prohibited in the accommodations.
DOGS
16. A maximum of 2 dogs are allowed on each pitch and they always must be on a leach and get watched by
their owners. Please take them outside of the campsite to carry out their necessities.
Dogs of dangerous breeds are not allowed on the campsite (for ex. Pittbull, Dobermann, bullmastiff,
Rottweiler, Dogo de Burdeos/argentine, Mastín Napolitano, Pitbull, the prey canario, Tosa japonesa,
American Staffordshire Terrier, Staffordshire Bull Terrier, Fila Brasileiro, Tosa Inu y Akita Inu)
17. To wash your pet, please use the specific showers. (indicated in the area of the sanitary- services)
18. For hygienic reasons dogs are not allowed in the sanitary, either in the restaurant, in the supermarket, in the
Reception or in the area of the swimming pool.

VISITORS
19. Visitors are allowed depending on the occupation of the campsite, previously advising at reception.
Obligatory before entering to our installations, ask for permission at reception to be registered,
in case of availability and following the indications of Reception.
20. All visitors must leave a passport or ID until leaving and pay the indicated amount at reception.
They will be provided with a bracelet for identification.
All the visitors must leave the campsite before 23 p.m.
21. The cars of the visitors must get parked outside.
SWIMMING POOL
22. Please respect the indicated rules in the area of the swimming pool and the instructions
of the staff of the campsite.
MINI-CLUB
23. The Mini club is for children from 3 -12 years. It is not a kinder garden and the parents have to stay
close by and it must be possible to contact with them. The activities are for free.

These rules must be respected. It will lose its validity when there is a more recent edition, in this case, it will
be published on our website and displayed on the reception's information board. The campsite reserves the
right to vary the published regulations without serving as a precedent

